January 9th – *Ginny Moon*, by Benjamin Ludwig, (Marge, fiction)

February 13th – *The One -in- a- million Boy*, by Monica Wood, (Mair, fiction)

March 12th – *Little Fires Everywhere*, by Celeste Ng, (Mary, fiction)

April 9th – *Loving Eleanor*, by Susan Wittig Albert, (Deanne, historical fiction)

May 14th – *The Woman in the Window*, by A. J. Finn, (Pat, fiction)

June 11th – *Firefly Lane*, by Kristin Hannah, (Pat, fiction)

July 9th – *Where the Crawdads Sing*, by Kristina Mc Morris, (Jan, fiction mystery)

August 13th – *Sold on a Monday*, by Margot Lee Shetterly, (Jan, Fiction)

September 10th – *Aesop's Mirror*, by Maryalice Huggins, (Carolyn, non-fiction)

October 8th – *Circling the Sun*, by Paula Mc Lain (Deanne, historical/biographical fiction)